























































































































































SELECT ?gene ?protein ?seq 
WHERE { 
kegg:hsa00232 dumontier:hasParticipant ?gene . 
?gene sadi:encodes ?protein . 




































PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> 
PREFIX patients: <http://biordf.net/cardioSHARE/patients.owl#> 
PREFIX bmi: <http://sadiframework.org/examples/bmi.owl#>
 SELECT ?patient ?bmi FROM <http://biordf.net/cardioSHARE/patients.rdf> 
WHERE {





















































































































SELECT ?gene ?protein ?seq 
WHERE { 
kegg:hsa00232 sio:SIO_000132 ?gene . 
?gene sio:SIO_010078 ?protein . 
?protein sio:SIO_000008 ?attr .
?attr rdf:type sio:SIO_010015 ?seq 
}
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…SPARQL assist
jQuery plugin for SPARQL­specific typeahead
two­stage suggestion
local (client­side) data
remote (server­side) dataNatu
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Demo
http://sadiframework.org/sparql-assist/demo
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…more information
http://bit.ly/sparql­assist
explore the demo, download the distribution
http://slidesha.re/sadi­owled2010
introduction to SADI + SHARE
http://sadiframework.org/
everything else
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